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Joan Sleigh’s Visit to  

Cape Town

Joan, who has been based in Dornach, for the last three years, as a 
member of the Executive Council of the Anthroposophical Society, vis-
ited us (the ASWC) for a very intense week at the end of April. Her 
workshops and lectures were notably marked by vast, comprehensive 
and cohesive pictures of Humanity’s place in World Evolution and out 
of this, she endeavoured to awaken us to our position now.  We thank 
Joan for her dedication to the Society and in particular to all of us ‘back 
in her home-land’.

Reflections on my visit 
My time in South Africa has come and gone, filled with so many worth-
while conversations, meetings and important moments of connect-
ing. I was able to visit and experience very many of the schools in the 
country. This was complemented by Anthroposophical gatherings in the 
three main centres: Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg, as well as 
spending some hours feeling very at home again with the students and 
colleagues at the Centre for Creative Education.

From my point of view, my old connections were strengthened and 
consolidated and new ones formed. My experience and understand-
ing of all the work done and endeavours being realized in the spirit of 
Anthroposophy were deepened and enlivened. I am very grateful for 
this and it nurtures the wish and intention to grow a strong and active 
link between the Goetheanum and the southern African countries.

Below I include the quote that I used during my public talk at Sophia 
House by Steve Briault,, as I had many requests for it. May you all enjoy it 
and share it on.

A warm thank you to all who made my time in Cape Town possible and 
so valuable, and very best wishes to all  –  Joan Sleigh

We are not material beings seeking to experience the spirit; we are 

spiritual beings seeking to experience matter. The material world is a 

EDITORIAL
This is our welcome to Winter Newsletter, when we may feel that 
“our” warm african sun has left us!  In this light I share with you a 
most deeply touching poem, that Christian Morgenstern dedicated to 
Rudolf Steiner. (see below) 

This Newsletter too, I hope may help warm your way with its gen-
erous content. This content has been gathered from the very many 
rich experiences we have had the opportunity of recently sharing, or 
from our fellow members’ recollections, researches and deeds. We 
thank each of you together with Cecilia who with such care and skill 
creates ‘the vessel’ from which your words and pictures can shine.

With warm wishes –  Caroline Hurner

Just as a person forgets the sun on a dull day,
but it continues to shine and sparkle ceaselessly,
so may we forget you on a dull day,
in order then again and over again
--- shaken, indeed blinded--- to feel
how unfailingly on and on and on
your sun spirit
shines for us dark wanderers.

Christian Morgenstern
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state of consciousness, a precipitation of spirit. Why is the universe 

diverse and not a single irreducible substance? Because it is precipi-

tated from the consciousness of diverse beings, connected and sepa-

rated by love. This universe is the field of potential in which freedom 

can arise, through the confrontation of individuality with causality.

The field is created by love. Love is anterior to cause and effect, 

life and death, joy and pain, right and wrong. Love connects without 

confounding, and distinguishes without dividing. It creates polarity 

so that new realities can emerge. At the atomic, molecular, organic 

and sentient levels, polarity and iterative complexity are observable. 

Out of the polarity of body and spirit arises the soul: in the soul, the 

polarity of thought and will gives rise to feeling: in the realm of feel-

ing, the polarity of sympathy and antipathy gives rise to relationship: 

in relationship, the polarity of I and Thou gives rise to the potential 

of love-in-freedom. These examples are manifestations of the arche-

type whose highest expression and origin is what Christian theology 

calls the Divine Trinity, which continually creates and recreates the 

progression from unity to polarity to tri-unity.

The self is the ego’s image of itself. Self-ishness, egoism, is the illu-

sion of separateness, of being whole and self-contained in oneself. 

This is original sin, the thwarting of love’s develop.

Steve Briault, 2015 

Recollections of Nick Thomas (29 April 1941 – 1 April 2015)

My abiding memory of Nick was always one of equanimity. Here 
was someone who had done a lot of the spiritual exercises of Rudolf 
Steiner over many decades and you experienced it when you met him.  
He had discovered Anthroposophy and Rudolf Steiner at a young age 
and immediately recognised what he had found and he cultivated it in 
himself and others with unfailing devotion, sacrifice and humour (to-
gether with many a mini cigar and vindaloo curry) for the rest of his 
life.

Being a scientist, he brought that same clear thinking to whatever he 
did - and that was a great deal. In his time as General Secretary of 
England, he took on the overall running of the Society for many years 
as well as travelling to the Goetheanum for the international meetings 
and lecturing all over the world whilst maintaining his study groups 
and Class holding in Kings Langley.  With Dr Sue Peat, I visited him 
the evening he died. The class holders meeting was to shortly follow 
and I asked him whether he had any message for them and he simply 
said “please give them my love”. He gave the Society and the mem-
bers a huge amount of love and a great deal of time and wisdom over 
decades. He was a remarkable man and the pity only is that he left 
the earth plane so young with so many unfinished projects and unan-
swered questions, which I am sure he is now finding out about as his 
new adventures are unfolding!

Philip Martyn  (previous general secretary in England and friend to Nick}

Nick Thomas died on the 1 April 2015. He was really a man of the fu-
ture. On one occasion he was not satisfied with a particular function on 
his cell phone so he wrote an alternative program and uploaded it onto 
the phone to customize it to his satisfaction. 

He was involved in calculating formulae for optimum functioning of flow 
forms. He developed a way of working with a new understanding of 
gravity, which took Newton’s ideas a step further. He wrote a graphic 
program for projective geometry, which required programming all the 
dynamic geometric constructions in algebra. 

As an anthroposophist and as an independent thinker he was an indi-
vidual of exceptional ability. Nick was full time General Secretary of the 
Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain since 1985. He trained as an 

Words on Nick Thomas
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NICK  THOMAS – recollections 
of his visit to South Africa

Our overriding impression of Nick is one of awe. A man of high intellec-
tual powers, that could easily crack a chain of jokes, or share with us 
his lofty thoughts in an easily digestible manner.

How we enjoyed seeing Nick on the veranda or in the shade of a tree 
with a cup of tea next to him and his book in hand … just soaking 
up the African sun. Yes, we so enjoyed his relaxed and ‘at home man-
ner’ while he dreamed his way into nature with the singing of the birds 
around him.  

He so enjoyed visiting Paternoster, where he could breath in the clean 
fresh air from the Atlantic Ocean. Then on the long drive up to the 
Kalahari, through the vastness of the countryside, Nick took in each 
variation with keen interest. Then, finally, we could rest and share the 
beauty of the campfire in the desert, where he excitedly and endlessly 
watched the stars, and listened to the African night sounds. In the next 
days we could then witness, with fascination, his connection to the little 
Bushmen children. 

We as relatives accepted Nick, the kind, humoristic, sharp-minded 
man as member of our family and felt so privileged that he adopted us 
as his family.

Zebeth and Anton van der Westhuizen-Moolman

(Zebeth is Erma Thomas’ twin sister, living with her husband Anton  
in Philadelphia, Western Cape)

Nick Thomas, former General Secretary of the Anthroposophical Society in 

Great Britain. Nick died at home at 10.00pm on Wednesday 1st April 2015.

electrical engineer in the Royal Air Force, serving as an engineering 
officer for sixteen years and, subsequently, worked in data communi-
cations for Nortel.

With Lawrence Edwards and John Wilkes he researched the prac-
tical application of projective geometry. His major research interest 
is the development and application of Steiner’s discovery of negative 
space to building a bridge between natural and spiritual science. He 
lectures widely on this and on other Anthroposophic subjects.

He definitely was part of a geometric lineage from the George Adams 
days and his work and contribution to projective geometry will be in-
creasingly valued as time passes.

Keith Struthers
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Dr Johanna Helena de Villiers passed away peacefully on Thursday, 4 
June. Here at Stellenbosch Waldorf School we have the most wonderful 
memories of Helene de Villiers, who lived so close to our grounds that 
she could be present for so much of the school’s journey, so much so 
that she became fondly known as our school ouma.

Helene would often be found in classes, telling wonderful ‘Sprokies’, 
fairy tales, to spellbound children gathered in the warm space around 
her. She too, would gladly offer support to the teachers when asked, 
and was a founding trustee of the school for many years.

Helene was always in attendance at many meetings, school fairs and 
festivals, when Oom Jan would very often be at her side. One of their 
favourite outings was to the organic market on a Saturday morning, 
where they loved enjoying a cup of tea and cake and connecting with 
the community. We will never forget her iridescent smile and warm, 
interested eyes, during the many inspiring conversations. Helene, re-
ferred to herself as a connector of people.

Her beneficent spirit extended into the wider Anthroposophical com-
munity with her valuable and astute translation of a wonderful range 
of material which has enriched our community with a treasure of 
Afrikaans wisdom.

Helene de Villiers (30 August 192 – 04 June 2015 )  
treasured by our School

Amongst this body of work is the translation of the Grimms Fairy 
Tales from the original old German, the Oberufer Christmas plays, the 
Calendar of the Soul, Verses and Meditations, the Agricultural Course 
and a free rendering of an Afrikaans version of the Parzival story, to 
name a few. Her book, The Grail Stone in Africa and the search for 
Prester John, is published by Attic Press.

I was so fortunate to be part of a study group which she convened 
for many years.  I am so grateful for the privilege to have sat in her 
presence for many hours, as she shared her guidance and knowledge, 
selflessly steering us in our learning and deepening awareness of 
Anthroposophy. Here is the verse we read to start and close the study. 
We would open with the verse in either Afrikaans, English or German 
and close with another language. I can still hear that wonderful deep, 
annotated voice reading:

From the luminous heights of the Spirit

May God’s clear light ray forth

Into those human souls

Who are intent on seeking

The grace of the Spirit,

The light of the Spirit,

The life of the Spirit.

May he live 

In the hearts, 

In the inmost souls of those of us

Who feel ourselves gathered together here

In His Name.

And at the end of our study Helene would lean forward and mindfully 
blow out the candle. “There” she would say, in those moments of si-
lence as the smoke rose and spiralled up from the wick, “ There we 
have a glimpse of the rising spirit.”

Margaret Laubser
Parent at Stellenbosch Waldorf School since 2000

Remembering Joy Pritchard

Joy was born in Cape Town on the 18th June 1931. Shortly after 
she went to Denmark with her parents and remained there un-
til after World War 2 ended. Joy returned to Cape Town in 1947 

with her parents and her sister and was soon employed as a window 
dresser. She was a talented artist who also did book illustrations, was 
an excellent dressmaker and very good cook.

After she met and married Tony they spent some years in 
Johannesburg returning to Cape Town to raise their family of 4 chil-
dren. They soon came into contact with Anthroposophy and joined 
the Society and were active for many years, contributing to the life of 
the Society in many different ways. The children attended the Waldorf 
school, first in Rondebosch and then in Constantia.

Joy became a dedicated follower of Rudolf Steiner and for the rest of 
her life was a true supporter of the Society and the Waldorf schools.

With their children grown and living their own lives Joy and Tony re-
tired and left Hout Bay, where they had lived for many years, to settle in 
Ladismith in the Cape and began a new life.

After Tony died Joy opted to remain in Ladismith and lived alone in the 
cottage Tony had renovated to meet their needs.

After a fall in her house recently she broke her hip and was unable to 
move around, requiring nurses fulltime. Sadly she did not recover and 
died on the 19th May 2015

Her family had come from Johannesburg and Joy had made her 
wishes clear. She was attended by a Lutheran priest who oversaw her  
3 days lying at home, before conducting a funeral service at her  
bedside, attended by her daughter Dile, her son Martin and some of 
Joy’s friends.

We remember Joy for all the happy times we spent together and we 
shall all miss her lively company.

These things she loved:

Walking on the beach

Visits to the country

Clanwilliam and the wildflowers   

Cooking gourmet meals for family and friends

Painting and book illustrations

Attending lectures and concerts

Sharing reading of R. Steiner with her group of friends

We all wish Joy a wonderful new life.                                                    

From the remaining members of Joy’s long standing Study Group:      
Margret Stodel, Eva Picard, Marie Hockley and Loes Schiepper

Joy’s beautiful painting that greets one as you enter the 
Constantia Waldorf School

Joy and Tony Pritchard
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Degree  i n  Eu r y t hmy  Bache lo r  o f  A r t s  (dance) Internationally recognised 

Kairos Eurythmy
Graduation Performances Cape Town & Switzerland (May – June)

2015 Well DONE!!!



The Silver Saucer and the Transparent Apple  
A fund raising event at Sophia House

I
t was a novel experience to be transported into a fairytale both on 
the level of a reflective adult and receptive child, feeling the shock 
of an innocent death and then, the happy awakening to a new and 
exalted life. This was magically told by Caroline Hurner, enhanced by 

Christina Auerbach’s monochord with its many nuances. Also Cobie 
Roelvert`s ` Eurythmy  gestures added depth and grace. Whilst still 
under the influence of the fairytale, we were led into the garden for 
circle dancing with Russian music. This was simple enough for those 
not so co-ordinated like me(Charles) to get into the rhythm. The spice 
drink afetrwards was delicious, and the recipe can be obtained from 
Caroline! The enormous preparation that went into this event did not go 
unnoticed. 

Many Thanks !!

Annette and Charles Chouler

I was privileged to attend 18 lectures by Dr Dyson at the CCE and the 
Anthroposophical Society in April this year. What an incredibly rich, 
inspiring series of lectures the Therapeutic Eurythmy students and 
the rest of us received! Dr Dyson’s deep understanding of the hu-
man condition helped me to connect several dots in my quest to gain 
insight into what makes for a balanced, healthy person.  Our lecture 
journey started at the very creation of ‘Project Human Being’  and it 
lead us where we as humans find ourselves today.  I will share some 
points that made an impression on me!

Initially, we looked at how reality meets us from two sides.  Our world 
gives us spirit/matter, thought/will, witness/participant, moral world 
order/natural world order, to name a few. Who we are is based on 
sense impressions gathered as we grow into ourselves after birth.  
Our task is to learn freedom, separation from the Divine and awaken-
ing to our individuality so that we can meet our destiny and karma 
and fulfil our mission here on earth. Every psychological aberration 
is the result of the “I” not being able to find its deeper purpose. Now 
how does this take place?

 Our bodies are the most miraculously complex interactive systems. 
Every element in the brain interacts with every aspect of our bodies.  
What struck me as important is the delicacy of the needs of developing 
infants. They require a dependable, safe, rhythmical, peaceful place to 
grow down and feel safe in their bodies.   Healthy bonding and attach-
ment to her new parents are crucial for an infant’s brain development 
and the window of opportunity to achieve this is very narrow and can-
not be ‘caught up’ at any other time.  We heard about a child whose 
sense of justice had been violated at some earlier time and how a trig-
ger event in the future happened to provoke fear, anger and a sense 
of exclusion which pushed him into a realm of seperateness.  In this 
particular case the adolescent child committed suicide.  We heard a 
quote by Steiner: “mental illness is a very misleading term” - because 
only the body can be ill.  Our predisposition to illness came about as we 
became subject to the separating of the inner and outer life of wakeful-
ness and sleeping.  

Trust and security reside in and are confirmed through the sense of 
touch and the Life sense. If the early years are secure and rhythmic, 

Dr James Dyson’s Medical Lecture Series –  
from a Participant’s Perspective.
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a child will not be scarred by anxiety and insecurity. The sense of 
being held, nurtured, seen and heard brings about a sense of being. 
The opposite causes a loss of continuity for an infant and the sen-
sory deprivation leads to an autistic withdrawal. If any of the sensory 
channels are over-stimulated constantly during infancy, it can create 
dissociation, as the will withdraws due to a lack of the necessary 
nurturing substance. If an infant is exposed to inappropriate mate-
rial for its age, it cannot make sense of and ‘name’ the event. This 
lays a foundation of not being able to digest events that overwhelm 
one later on in life. If an infant has an ambivalent relationship to its 
environment, it suffers chronic anxiety, which causes increasing 
amounts of adrenalin and cortisol to be secreted. These are kidney 
processes which lead to the person ‘attacking the one that is provid-
ing nurturing due to a terrible anxiety about anticipating unexpected 
abandonment’ if this is triggered at a later stage in life. People use 
repression, denial and further repression to protect themselves when 
faced with a trigger.

We have to revisit the past to rewrite history and mobilise the will. Our 
relationship with the past exists, not the past itself. Our identifications 
with events in the past can cause pathologies due to our interpreta-
tion of these events. To heal, one needs to re-digest, re-frame and  
dis-identify events from the past, not hold onto events as an adult. 
Ego-distonic defences trap the will in maintaining cycles that are no 
longer serving us. It resembles a foreign body in that it is based on a 
limited or wrong assumption. The example he gave was of an adult, 
who still feels that there is something seriously the matter with him as 
a result of him having experienced a traumatic event during infancy. 
A young child’s security is deeply embedded in his relationship to his 
parents and he will blame himself if something goes awry in this area. 

Therapeutic Eurythmy provides one of the healing pathways to re-di-
gest and re-frame events from the past for healing to begin and bal-
ance to return.  We can develop resilience through the awakening of 
the “I” through the heart in order to regulate the ‘tension regulating 
structures’. Despite the  genetic disposition to certain disorders like 
bi-polar  disorder, everything connected to building resilience under 
the age of 7 can alter this effect due to the fact that we have within 
our bodies  more regulatory genes than fixed ones during early child-
hood.  Regulatory genes can evolve during feverish childhood illness 
and stimulate a recovery from the genetic issue - or cause degenera-
tion.  If a person suffers from a depressive state after a viral infection, 
the symptoms need to be addressed nutritionally, not through anti-
depressants, as the key to recovery lies in a person having missed 
receiving a particular type of nourishment at a particular age.

Dr Dyson described several types of health challenges in deepest de-
tail – we looked at the Bi-Polar Condition, Depression, OCD, Phobias, 
Eating Disorders, Addictions, Schizophrenia and Emotionally Unstable 
Personality.  He shared how specific organs are linked to each dis-
order, how the organs are connected to the influence of some of 
our heavenly bodies and great detail about the qualities and work-
ing of our organs - brain, heart, lungs, spleen, liver, kidneys and gall 
bladder. James shared how to work therapeutically towards healing 

through the tools of therapeutic eurythmy, anthroposophical medicine 
and art therapy. He discussed Christ’s deed as a massive intervention 
to save ‘Project Humankind’.

The following eight lectures brought the topic of neurology to us in 
great detail. The miracle of our nerve system was brought to us. We 
were introduced to Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s 
disease and how they manifest and what they tell us about the person 
suffering. We were introduced to how the archetypes of the 12 constel-
lations in our Zodiac connect with 12 personality disorders in the study 
of the physical clothing of our personality.  Julia showed us Eurythmy 
exercises to work with each archetype. 

I was left with a question: Is everything we experience here during our 
lives on earth, particularly the events we term ‘illness’, not all part of 
our own personal healing and journey? I will strive to participate in 
relating with others and developing an understanding of my elemen-
tal nature, to face my growing with courage and to find daily that the 
‘world is giving me my joy’.

Thank you Dr Dyson, for an unforgettably inspiring eighteen lectures!

Charlene Jefferies – Art Teacher at the Centre for Creative Education

*“Dr. James A. Dyson, MD, has worked as an anthroposophical physi-

cian for nearly 30 years, developing a special interest in the fields of 

mental health and child development. He was the co-founder, with Dr. 

Michael Evans, of Park Attwood Clinic in 1979, an anthroposophical resi-

dential and out-patient facility, where he continued to practise until 2003. 

James has also worked as a school doctor for over 20 years in several 

Steiner-Waldorf Schools in the UK and as a medical adviser in the field 

of learning disabilities for the Camphill Village Trust and Garvald Centre 

(Edinburgh). Since leaving Park Attwood Clinic, James has increased his 

commitments in adult education, where he has established wide experi-

ence as a teacher and lecturer in the field of anthroposophical health and 

social care. He has been a faculty member of the Medical Section Mental 

Health Seminar (UK) for 20 years and was co-founder of the “Psycho-

sophy Seminar” in USA (2001-2004). Currently his principal professional 

involvement is as Medical and Educational Adviser to the Hiram Acad-

emy, which is developing an accredited staff training for three adult edu-

cation colleges for young adults with special needs, sponsored by Ruskin 

Mill Education Trust. He is also currently a visiting contributor to the UK 

Eurythmy Therapy, Rythmical Massage and Anthroposophical Doctor’s 

Trainings and to the Dorian School of Music Therapy (US). James has 

a strong commitment to extending current paradigms in the field of an-

throposophical psychology and is currently completing a Masters’ Degree 

through the Institute of Psychosynthesis in London.”

The Plato’s Cave workshop was held during March 2015, with a group 
made up of 10 members. David’s stated objective was to illustrate how 
the Plato Cave analogy can be utilized in our daily working activities.

The workshop commenced with a simplified discussion on the physical 
and spiritual laws contained in the analogy of the cave, and particu-
larly with reference to Plato’s world view, described by Rudolf Steiner 
as follows:

‘With the admirable boldness characteristic of him, Plato express-

es his mistrust of experience: the things of this world, which our 

senses perceive, have no true being at all; they are always becom-

ing but never are. They have a relative existence; they are, in their 

totality, only in and through their relationship with each other; one 

can therefore just as well call their whole existence a non-existence. 

They are consequently also not objects of any actual knowledge. 

For, only about what is, in and for itself and always in the same way, 

can there be such knowledge; they, on the other hand, are only the 

object of what we, through sensation, take them to be.

As long as we are limited only to our perception of them, we are 

like people who sit in a dark cave so firmly bound that they can-

not even turn their heads and who see nothing except, on the wall 

facing them, by the light of a fire burning behind them, the shadow 

images of real things which are led across between them and the 

fire, and who in fact also see of each other, yes each for himself, 

only the shadow on the wall. Their wisdom, however, would be to 

predict the sequence of those shadows which they have learned to 

know from experience.’

The focus of our discussions constantly moved between the physical 
world and the world of Spirit, the former subject to the laws of physical 
science and the latter to the World of Ideas.

Our challenge firstly was to discover the essence of the shadow in 
Plato’s Cave, and David moved our energy towards building an objec-
tive relationship with the shadow. 

David suggested that the Spirit activity within this exercise can be  
illustrated by visualizing the observer in the cave as a dual being: 

The Learner who sees the shadow and decides on a course of action. 

 Either he does nothing, or he chooses to ‘discover’ the shadow.

The Creator whom we visualize as sitting back to back with the 
Learner, and who through thinking and feeling ‘enables’ development of 
the created object.               

Therefore, by beholding the ‘shadows’ around us, we can discover be-
hind them a world of ideas.

We are however aware that our observations may be viewed through 
our human shortcoming expressed as a ‘kaleidoscope of prejudice’. 

To overcome this requires of us to apply the subsidiary exercises de-
scribed by  Rudolf Steiner in his book  Knowledge of the Higher Worlds 
and its Attainment.

Our further thinking now focused on the light source which creates the 
shadow.

David motivated us to think of the light as the Source of Universal 
Wisdom. It is the Source from which, through contemplative thinking, 
moral truths are placed before our souls.

In our activities of thinking and feeling however, our kaleidoscope of 
prejudice creates a filter which blocks the passage of light and deafens 
us to the Spirit which is active in all creation.     
                
We see the shadow, but we cannot hear the Truth.

Reverting once again to Plato’s Cave we identify this equation:                    

I SEE………WHAT THINKING LIES BEHIND?  

We also recognize that in situations encountered in our practical lives, 
the inverse to this equation is equally valid.

I HAVE AN IDEA …………..HOW CAN IT MATERIALIZE?

Thus through thinking, feeling and willing we can enable ‘creation’.         

The question of evil arose within the group discussions, and I am re-
minded of Steiner’s views in this regard.

Steiner says that our life’s task should be: 

WORKSHOP ON PLATO’S CAVE –  
Facilitated by David Wertheim Aymes

Jilla Bennyworth’s for the Plato’s Cave
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“……an unceasing selfless activity w:hose main goal is that of 

creating. The motivating force cannot be anything but selfless 

devotion to the object itself; it can only be love. Only action that 

arises from love can be moral.”  – Nature’s Open Secrets 

We should therefore recognize the need to strive towards moral 
Truths of the universe through contemplative thinking and feeling, 
and then to use them as the impulse for creative activity. 

I was recently privileged to spend some days hiking in the 
Grootbos Nature Reserve with Sean Privett as my guide. Sean is a 
graduate botanist (with distinction) and has written a book entitled 
Field Guide to the Flora of Grootbos Nature Reserve. 

Together with Michael Lutzeyer who owns the Reserve, Sean pro-
vides a remarkable experience for visitors to the estate.

The Plato Cave analogy is clearly evident to me in this venture, 
and is further illustrated by the book’s foreword written by Michael 
Lutzeyer.       

Michael writes: 

“…..In May 1991, when we first came to Grootbos…………

the stunning natural surroundings with blossoms shining in their 

most brilliant colours, green fynbos bushes and old Milkwood 

trees gave me the feeling that here I was part of paradise. It was 

only when fynbos enthusiast Sean Privett joined the Grootbos 

team in 1997 to become our first fynbos guide and conserva-

tion manager that I truly realized what I had growing outside my 

front door. Sean opened our eyes to the diversity………as well 

as the complex symbiotic relationships between plants, insects 

and animals that also made our farm their home…………..  

   Hard work, enthusiasm, honesty, support from friends, inves-

tors and staff and strong family co-operation was the recipe for 

success at Grootbos……………….

I am even more proud of our achievements in conservation 

and community upliftment……… Call it luck or destiny, but it 

all comes from that unique view, …………..a dream to cre-

ate…….   In our case dreams sometimes do come true! 

Report by Vernon J Lilje  
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The Mystery of McGregor, 
Members and Meetings
McGregor, 200 k East of Cape Town, is sometimes known as the 
Village on the Road to Nowhere,  surrounded by mountains and imbued 
with the spirit of the ancient people of the San who lived here where lay 
lines cross and we now live.

McGregor calls people. Perhaps in the ancient sacred voice of the San. 

Perhaps it is the more ancient Voice who calledl the San and now, we 
have answered.

One early morning, returning from Cape Town many moons ago, the 
clouds covered the sky hiding the beauty of the countryside.  All the 
way,  the clouds darkened the land. Not a single sunbeam. Nearly 
home, I rounded a bend and saw, emerging above the mist, a fairy 
tale, palely golden, shining,  end of quest, fantasy vision. My heart 
raced. What vision was this?  Still in wonder I crossed the bridge into 
McGregor and the whole village shone in sunshine......

People of many different races come and stay for a while from Holland, 
Germany, France, Belgium, Russia, Sweden, Pakistan, Taiwan, China, 
America, England, Italy. . . 

Even the Country of Anthroposophy has a marvellous mix of 12 mem-
bers and friends here.

Michael and Briar are the pivotal pair who call us in and invite us to 
study. They bring wisdom, earnestness, laughter and their time and love.

Aletta, Arjan, Conny, Gwynn, Grethe, Katleen, Lorraine, Pieter, Taya and 
Wendy...

How to weave threads of 12 people through the warp of 5 groups in 
one context – Anthroposophy?

The colours move and shift with every tone, sounding a chorus, as if 
searching for the whole tapestry of the strands of each of us weaving 
harmoniously together. Amid studies, sometimes sound discordantly, 
as thoughts and feelings puzzle over Steiner’s penetrating astonishing 
words. His rhythms changing the dance, the music, silence. 

All members listening to their tune, dancing their music, weaving their 
colours and voices to study and discuss and break through, sometimes, 
to laughter or tear drops.

We are all reflections of each other. What is our combined picture?

And our Purpose? Each would be different as each study group has ap-
proaches from a different aspect.

7 Wednesday weekly studies followed by quarterly festivals, Members 
meeting once a term. Saturday First Class followed by led Inner 
Development work. 

Imagine our tiny endeavour in the vastness of Steiner’s work and let us 
focus on this pinpoint and allow it to show the colours of our teachers, 
farmers, initiators, designers, counsellors and the tunes and what mu-
sic do we play as spirit flows?

1992 – was the beginnings of our weaving/tapestry here in McGregor.

I came to live and initiate a children’s home Briar came to live and 
initiate a Waldorf School. Grethe came to teach and so did Katleen. 
Briar left. We stayed. Briar came back with Michael. They started all 
our Anthroposophical groups Beautiful people came and went Pieter, 
Gwynn and others...

When the Festivals arise for our celebration, others join to feast on holy 
words and food and laughter splashes. And sometimes, when espe-
cially lucky, Arjan and Patricia feast us with their clear, sweet music.

Once a term our Members meet to hear R. Steiner’s “Michael Letters”, 
and speak of both local and world social challenges out of individuals 
personal research.

We each feel honoured to be part of whichever group, all dedicated to 
truth and service.

What do we bring?

An eagerness to envelop ourselves in the vast knowledge of the words 
of Steiner. To know and discover more about ourselves in relation to the 
history of the world, the spiritual worlds and now.

Still pondering, wondering, trying to gather and find a point around 
which to circle and radiate from. The point is Steiner.

The history of the world related to the will of the Spiritual Worlds and 
the Development of Man

And our most sacred hour, First Class, where we enter an austere yet 
gracefully  prepared space by Briar, then led by Michael.

At 10 am, on Saturday once a month there are 10 who join for Inner 
Development led by Michael and Briar This is not a sit back and listen. 
We share, we ponder, we question, we practise, we paint... Michael 
drops his pearls of humour when seriousness overwhelms.

All is process from head, heart and hands.

Creativity calls from deep places. Each draws out their unique and pre-
cious offering.

However, we are not mysteries, though our Wednesday study has just 
begun the First Mystery Drama – The Portal of Initiation. Perhaps a fit-
ting title for this place.

All these while the mountains and birds, the sky and the plants cherish 
us with their always holiness.

We are lucky. Do not envy us.  Come and join us for an hour and stay 
awhile.

Taya Cundill
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What a privilege it was to be on the receiving end of the collaborative 
work of Avice Hindmarch and Howard Dobson at our ‘Anthroposophy 
Today’ event in March.

Avice and Howard, through their deep interest and life research, 
shared with us the miracle of water. First we observed the ‘Drop 
Experiment’ which completely emancipated my awareness of water, 
and then we heard of the unique facts which belong to the ‘substance 
of water’ ONLY, which directly allows and serves the possibility of life 
on earth.

Malcolm Attfield wrote this response: 

“Howard and Avis’ presentation to the society about the dynamics of 

water inspired me to do some experimenting. One can see from the 

photograph how water transforms a humble drop (coloured green for 

visibility) into this surprising form. What dynamic is this in so-called 

ordinary water---water which we can so easily take for granted?  

‘Water, Light and the Etheric Christ’ 
Chemically  water consists merely of Hydrogen (H) and Oxygen (O);  

H2O. Yet Science knows that without water there would be no life on 

this planet. 

Hydrogen:- The most abundant element in the sun.

Oxygen:- The most abundant element on the earth (along with Iron). 

I have heard Oxygen described as the Christ element – The Life  

element. Is it not this life-giving power of Oxygen which gives water 

the dynamic to transform a simple blob into a complex form? In John 

chapter 3 Christ speaks, on a much higher level, of the formative power 

of water.”

Howard too spoke of the descent of the Christ through eons of time 
but also through the sheaths of the earth (see Howard’s blackboard 
drawing) and this he coupled with the evolving of the elements and 

Christ and the Elements and 
His appearance in the Ethers
by Renate Sleigh

Christ and the Elements
If we look into the 5th Gospel described by Steiner, we meet a phe-
nomenon (3rd lecture) that I have pondered a long time. He says, 
if we look at the incarnation of Christ Jesus, we must see His life 
on earth from the Baptism in the Jordan till His death on Golgotha 
as the time of conception – that is Baptism- and the 3 years as the 
Embrionic  Development.  At the Mystery of Golgotha. The Christ is 
born on Earth. He changes his Heavenly abode to that of the Earth. 
He brings Heaven to Earth and plants Heaven as a new seed into the 
Earth. Whitsun is the true birth of Heaven upon Earth.

Also, in the Easter lecture “The Teaching of the Risen Christ” given at 
the Hague on 13th April 1912, Rudolf Steiner speaks again about the 
Revelation that Christ gives to his Apostles during the 40 days when 
he walks with them and teaches them, before He rises to a further 
realm on Ascension Day. 

The signature of Whitsun is the mighty rushing wind, the flames 
of fire and the new ‘Word’ – the ‘Creative Word’. These are the 
Cosmic Ethers, the forces belonging to the heavens that have come 
to Earth. During the Embrionic time of Christ’s 3 years He brought 
the Heavenly Ethers down to Earth and united them again with the 
Elements, freeing the Elements that are fettered to Earth, to live 
anew in the Spirit. This began to appear already in the Embrionic 
time of Christ’s 3 years on Earth.

When He is transfigured, the Air becomes (1) Light when He walks 
on the lake in the storm, the water (2) Sounds carry Him. At the 
Resurrection He rises anew as a body of (3) Life.

Christ is here with us, we now seek Him here in His Etheric form 
amongst the Elements of the Earth that can be re-united with their 
Heavenly brothers, thanks to the deed Of Christ who has set up His 
abode with us on earth.

We will learn to see Christ in His 2nd coming,

when air transforms to Light

when water begins to sound again

when death returns to Life

and the “I” becomes the Creator Word, in the word of creative 
thought.

This re-uniting with the Elements and the Ethers means drama, res-
urrection, new appearance and new beginnings. It is the “I” that has 
to learn to stand as a flame – what the gospel calls “to stand before 
the Son of Man”.

ethers. This reminded me of how Peter Guttenhofer had spoken to 
us, in mid winter of last year, that the most important phenomenon 
of our time is the reappearance of the Christ in the Etheric. 

I also recently came across a ‘Leading Thought’ of Rudolf Steiner’s 
on the necessity that people of today comprehend the more subtle, 
super nature forces (the ethers) in order to be able to balance and 
rightly understand the true nature and effect of the sub-nature/earth 
forces of magnetism, electricity and nuclear energy; that have such a 
huge and unconscious effect upon humanity’s consciousness.

Avice, with her great love of the Earth and ’Her’ processes,  always 
inspires one to open one’s eyes and think anew, and become in-
volved. We must here, I feel, acknowledge all that Avice and Howard 
have done for the Biodynamic Movement here in the Cape, and ac-
knowledge all that is coming to fruition.

Avice and Howard paid tribute to their fellow researcher, – Renate 
Sleigh, who was unfortunately not able to be present. Yet Renate has 
thankfully allowed us to print her Essay. 
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All the hardships and tragedies of earth are there to help us to become 
more free, more Light-filled and grow closer to becoming creators of 
new Worlds, new Realities.

Science is discovering that the other side of death  is Life                                                 

Science is discovering that the other side of death  is water is Sound

Science is discovering that the other side of death  is air is Light

Science is discovering that the other side of death  is fire is Warmth  
enkindling our “I”.

Let us move from the Elements of Earth to the Ether world – then 
heaven and earth will pass away and the Word will create anew.

Christ’s Appearance in the Either
THE FOUR ETHERS: We meet the Etheric Christ in the seasons and  
the Festivals.

Elements and Ethers:                      

Fire   –  Warmth Ether

Air   –  Light Ether

Water   –  Sound or Chemical Ether

Earth   –   Life Ether

We find:

Michael in the Fire

Uriel in the Air

Raphael in the sound and  healing

Gabriel in the earth, a life force.

The Etheric Christ reveals Himself in the year as we wander through 
the Seasons of the year, we meet the Etheric Christ in His different 
forms and garments.

In Winter Life Ether works with  Gabriel

In Spring Sound / Chemical  Ether work with  Raphael

In Summer Light Ether Uriel works with  Uriel

In Autumn Warmth Ether works with   Michael

The Ethers form a mantle around the Earth. Just as within our Physical 
earth we meet Solid, Liquid. Air and Warmth, so as we expand beyond 
warmth we meet another mantle of Ether weaving. This is the realm 
where the seasons and the Archangels work and weave. This is the 
realm where Rudolf Steiner sensed and formulated the soul calendar, 
indicating how the  Christ forces weave through the year in Warmth 
and Light and Sound and Life.

Beyond the Ether mantle there is a 3rd sphere, that of the stars. The 
zodiac that rays down together with the planets, revealing the wisdom 
of the Logos through the different Vowels and Consonants forming a 
mantle of being-hood that  is vested in the wisdom of language ,

And still beyond there far, far out and beyond, the Logos weaves and 
creates eternally, in the Word of eternal thought. This is the realm from 

where the Christ descended, from the highest vastest realm of exist-
ence. Down, down, down into the narrow confines of a physical body. 
This body was burnt out when He died. The last shreds of physical 
substance could etherise and body and blood could become an Ether 
nourishment in bread and wine. This is the first expanding again into 
the Etheric mantle where the Ethers weave and work and where the 
Archangels and the Time Spirits regulate the seasons and time ep-
ochs. This is where we can now find the Christ as He is expanded 
and widened and where he radiates in warmth and light, in sound 
and life.

Christ weaves with the Third Hierarchies in the Ether sphere that sur-
rounds the Earth. There we can find and behold Him.

As He moves further back to His home, he will widen into the astral 
sphere - the starry realms of the 2nd Hierarchy.

Finally he moves to the Cosmic Word from which He has come, there 
He works and creates with the 1st Hierarchy. There the Word of eter-
nal thought will be fashioned.

But let us return to our theme of Christ in the Etheric. I believe we 
can meet Him when we develop a relationship with the 4 Archangels 
that guide the seasons in the year. 

We know from Steiner’s lecture “The Seasons and the Archangels” 
held in Dornach on the 5th - 13th October 1923, that:

Gabriel is the Archangel who stands in the heights in  Winter

Raphael is the Archangel who stands in the heights in    Spring

Uriel  is the Archangel who stands in the heights in  Summer

Michaelis the Archangel who stands in the heights in  Autumn

Steiner went on to tell us that, therefore the southern part of the 
earth where Christmas is at the height of summer, is where we meet 
Uriel above and Gabriel working from below and through the earth. 
In winter Gabriel stands in the heights and Uriel shines through the 
earth from below. In our Spring it is Raphael who stands above in the 
heights and Michael below shining through the earth. And in autumn 
(our Easter), Michael is in the heights and Raphael below the earth. 

How can this Etheric weaving become true and real? How do 
the Ethers relate to the Archangels?

Michael embodies the Ether of warmth and fire and will.

Uriel embodies the Ether of  light and clarity and conscience.

Raphael embodies the Ether of sound and healing, balance and 
breath.

Gabriel embodies the Ether of  life and new birth in death.

As we move through the seasons we can feel the Ether mantle in 
which the angels weave, creating a mantle for Christ. Now as we 
move to the height of summer in our Christmas season Uriel stands 
there challenging us to meet the new Christ event in the height of 
Glory and light in the Ether, for all to see and to behold. Gabriel who 
works from below the earth helps us to develop the new organ within 

Goetheanum  
– The Red Window

our head that will enable us to behold.

So in the Southern Hemisphere we meet: 

Uriel in his garment of light at Christmas

Michael in his fiery activity of transformation at Easter

Gabriel in his moulding force of life wrested from the dying earth  
existence at St Johns.

Raphael in his healing capacity to make all things new in our 
Spring where inner challenges wait.

When we dive into the Ether world, all is active and moving. We en-
ter a new sea of being-hood. Warmth and Light and Sound and Life 
surge and weave, create and destroy.  It is in this world of power and 
glory that the Christ is now manifesting Himself in the heavens and 
we are shaken. All we can do is to try and stand firm then maybe 
we will have a glimpse of the Son of Man, as He comes in Glory and 
Might – in the Warmth, the Light, the Sound and the Life.

Renate Sleigh
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‘When we raise ourselves through meditation 
to what unites us with the spirit, we stimulate 

something within us that is eternal.

We realize that the moments set aside each day 

are a great source of strength for us.’

Rudolf Steiner ‘How to Know Higher Worlds’

On Friday evening 20th March, 8 of us were fortunate to participate 
in this workshop, led by Silke Sponheuer and Perry Havranek.

The mood was gentle, simple and encouraging which allowed our souls 
to open and receive a clear orientation and guidance on the meditative 
path.

Their guidance was given in such a way that layer upon layer of pro-
found contemplation arose from the three meditations we practiced. 
We were first led through an image and word meditation. We experi-
enced an enhancement and strengthening of the soul with the simul-
taneous task of holding the image and word in consciousness. In the 
second contemplation we explored the steps to enter a verse medita-
tion through a five step process. We experienced the importance of 
the closing moment at the end of a meditation by creating quietude 
and a resonant inner space. The third exercise was built up around 
our personal challenges and questions we carry.

We each experienced the quiet and peace brought through this prac-
tice and we left holding gratitude to Silke and Perry in our hearts.   

We wish them well, as they will again be joining the “Goetheanum 
Meditation Worldwide Initiative” in June, where colleagues from all 
around the world have been meeting almost annually for 8 years. 
Through this collaboration, Silke and Perry bring this stream right 
down to the foot of Africa. 

These workshops will continue later this year on 11th September 
from 6 pm – 9pm with Silke and Perry and on 23rd October from 6 
pm – 9 pm with Silke and Michael Grimley.

Workshop on Basic Meditative 
Exercises for Supporting  
Self-transformation

The Foundation Stone 
Meditation in Cape Town

What is the significance of the Foundation Stone Meditation? Why 
does it hold such a central place in Anthroposophy?

In seven years’ time, in 2023/24, we will be celebrating the cente-
nary of the coming into being of the Foundation Stone Meditation 
during the Christmas Conference of 1923/24. I am sure that many 
of us hold this approaching event in our awareness, and that many 
have come to appreciate what it means to work with this meditation. 
In these seven years it would be meaningful if many of us can par-
ticipate in one way or another, inwardly and outwardly preparing for 
this important moment of celebration, re-dedication and enlivening 
of this impulse that awaits us. 

Here in Cape Town we have already had a number of opportunities 
to connect, or re-connect, in the last year with the Meditation and 
we are grateful for Joan Sleigh’s contribution in this regard.

In June and July there will be three opportunities to further engage 
with the content of the Foundation Stone Meditation at events or-
ganized or hosted by the ASWC:

1.  On Saturday evening of 6 June there will be a screening of the 
full Meditation performed in eurythmy by one of the groups who 
work with this content in Great Britain – see the notice on p….

2.  On Sunday 21 June the Cape Town Foundation Stone Meditation 
Eurythmy Group will share their recent work on the 4th stanza at a 
public event. This will happen at the Centre for Creative Education – 
see the notice on p…

3.  On Saturday 4 July there will be a workshop on working with the 
Foundation Stone Meditation Rhythms – see the notice on p…..

May we find that these moments of encounter, brief as they may be, 
inspire us in our work.

Cobie Roelvert

A public sharing of a preliminary study of the fourth stanza 
of the Foundation Stone Meditation in Eurythmy carried 
out over the past year. All are welcome and no previous 
knowledge of the Meditation is required. The presentation 
will include a talk, a demonstration and experiencing some 
of the Eurythmy.

Sunday 21 June 2015
16.00 to 18.00
Centre for Creative Education 
Victoria Road, Plumstead

Refreshments afterwards
R40 (R30 for seniors and students) at the door

Enquiries: Cobie Roelvert 021 671 4757 or the  
ASWC Office 021 761 9600

The 4th stanza of the Foundation Stone

 Meditation in Eurythmy

“At the turning point of time....”

The ASWC and the Foundation  
Stone Meditation Group presents:

Artwork by Liane Collot d’Herbois: The moment of Golgotha

Working with the Rhythms  
of the Foundation Stone Meditation

A workshop of exploration 
Conversation, eurythmy, contemplation

Saturday 4 July 
9.00 am to 4.00 pm 

(bring-and-share lunch) 
Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road, Plumstead 

R250 (includes teas) 

Enquiries and booking: 
Cobie Roelvert - 021 671 4757 or 074 030 5251 

Artwork: Cecilia Staubli 
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St John’s Day Festival
Wednesday 24th June 19:00

Those who made candle sleeves and all other members are invited 
to experience the wonder of these creations at a ceremonial  lighting. 
There will be a fire, hot spiced juice, a story and quotes relating to  
St John’s.

Tania Babb a local award winning ceramics artist and a member of our 
local Anthroposophical Society offered her time and expertise leading 
a Porcelain Workshop on Sunday 7th of June, so that we may all enjoy 
and deepen our awareness of St John’s Tide

Each participant created a candle sleeve/lantern out of porcelain. and 
adorned your candle sleeve by stamping into the porcelain a short line 
from a favourite poem or meditation.

You can visit Tania’s website wwwtaniababb.co.za for more informen-
tion on Tania’s work.

Diary of Events – At a Glance
JUNE

Day     Date              Event Title                                                                     Venue

Sun        21 (4 pm)          Anthroposophy Today –presented by FSM Eurythmy Group  Hall at CFCE                                    

   “Fourth verse of the Foundation Stone Meditation”   

Wed       24 (7 pm)          St John’s Festival       Sophia House

Sat         27 (8.30am)       School of Spiritual Science, Class Lesson     Group Room  

JULY 

Sat          4 (9am-4pm)      Eurythmy Workshop led by Cobie Roelvert     Group Room                                 

   “Working with the Rhythms of the FS Meditation”

Fri– Sun  17 – 19              “Mid-Winter Inner Workshop”      Sophia House        

   led by Bernard Hurner       

Sun         19 (4pm)            Anthroposophy Today       Group Room   

   presented by Bernard Hurner                                  

Sat          25 (8.30am)       School of Spiritual Science, Class Lesson    Group Room  
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Such things are, certainly, dealt with by many students of the science of 
language, but always in a one-sided manner. For instance, there exist two 
well-known theories with regard to the origin of language — the Ding-
Dong theory and the Bow-Wow theory — which have been set forth by 
investigators who are, as a matter of fact, absolutely lacking in any real 
understanding of their subject, but belong to that type of person who is 
constantly originating all sorts of scientific theories. The Ding-Dong theory 
is based upon the assumption that, as in the case of the bell — to take an 
extreme example — so within every external object there lies some sort of 
a sound, which is then imitated by the human being. Everything is included 
in this theory of imitation; and it has been named the Ding-Dong theory af-
ter the sound made by the bell, which is perhaps its most striking example. 
The idea is, that when one says the word “wave,” one is imitating the actual 
movement of the waves — which is, indeed, perfectly true in this instance. 

The other theory, the Bow-Wow theory, which could equally well be called 
the Moo-Moo theory, is one which assumes that speech in the first place 
arose from the transformation and development of the sounds of animals. 
And because one of the most striking of these sounds is “Bow-Wow,” this 
theory has been called the Bow-Wow theory. 

Now all these theories do actually contain a certain element of truth. 
Scientific theories are never without some foundation. What is remarkable 
about them is that they do always contain say, a quarter, or an eighth, or a 
sixteenth, or a hundredth part of the truth; and it is this fraction of the truth, 
put forward as it is in a very clever and suggestive manner which deceives 
people. The real truth is that the vowel arises from the soul-life, and the 
consonant out of the perception and imitation of the external object. The 
human being imitates the external object through the way in which he holds 
back the stream of the breath with his lips, or gives it shape and form by 
means of the teeth, tongue and palate. While the consonants are formed 
in this way, by the fashioning of gestures in the air, the vowel sounds are 
the channel through which the inner soul-life of the human being streams 
outwards. 

The consonants give plastic form to what is to be expressed. 

And in the same way as the single sounds are formed, the single letters, so 
are sentences also formed, and poetic language becomes actual gesture 
in the air. Modern poetry, however, shows very clearly how the poet has to 
struggle against the abstract element in language. 

As I have already said, our soul-life does not in any way flow into the words 
which we speak; we do not enter into the sounds of speech with our in-
ner being. How few of us really experience wonder, amazement, perplex-
ity, or the feeling of self-defence simply in the vowel sounds themselves. 
How few of us experience the soft, rounded surface of certain objects, the 
thrusting hammering nature of others, their angular or undulating, their 
velvety or prickly qualities, as these are expressed by the different conso-
nants. And yet all these things are contained in speech. 

If we follow the successive sounds as they occur in a single word, entering 
into the real nature of this word as it originally arose out of the whole being 
of man, then we can experience all possible shades of feeling, the ecstasy 
of joy, the depths of despair; we can experience the ascending and de-
scending of the whole scale of the human emotions, the whole scale of the 
perception of external things. 

A Lecture on Eurythmy

The Birth of the Sun-Spirit as the Spirit of the Earth – The Thirteen Holy Nights 
Lecture by Rudolf Steiner given at Penmaenmawr on 26 August, 1923

All that I have been describing can be conjured up in imaginations, in the 
same way as speech itself once came forth from the world of imagination. 
One who has this imaginative vision perceives how the E sound (as in me). 
always calls up in the soul a certain picture, a picture which expresses the 
assertion of self and shows how this self-assertion must be expressed 
through the stretching of the muscles, in the arm for example. Should any-
one be able to use his nose in a skilful manner, he could also make an E 
with his nose! An E can also be shown by the direction of the glance of the 
eye; but because the arms and hands are the most expressive part of the 
human body, it is more natural to make an E with the arms and it has a 
more beautiful effect. But the essential thing is that the stretched, penetrat-
ing feeling should really come to expression in E. 

If we utter the sound A, (as in mate) and take this out-going stream of 
the breath as the prototype for the Eurythmic movement, we find that this 
breath stream reveals itself to our imagination as flowing in two crossed 
currents. This is how the Eurythmic movement for A is derived. All these 
movements are just as little arbitrary in their nature as are the sounds of 
speech, or the tones of music. 

There are many people who are inclined to say that they have no wish for 
anything so hard and fast, that there should be more ways than one of ex-
pressing any particular sound in movement. They feel that the movements 
should arise quite spontaneously out of the human being. If, however, one 
desires such absolute spontaneity, one should carry this desire into the 
realm of speech itself, and declare that there should be no German, French, 
or English language to interfere with the freedom of the human being, but 
that each individual should feel himself at liberty to express himself by 
means of other sounds if he should so choose. It would be just as rational 
to say that the freedom of the human being is hindered through the fact 
that he must perforce speak English, or some other language. 

But the existence of the different languages in no way interferes with hu-
man freedom. On the contrary, man could not express beauty in language, 
if language were not already there to be used by him as an instrument, 
and in the same way beauty can only be expressed in the movements of 
Eurythmy through the fact that Eurythmy actually exists. Eurythmy in no 
way infringes upon human freedom. Such objections really arise from lack 
of insight. Thus Eurythmy has come into being as a visible language, using 
as its instrument the arms and hands, which are undeniably the most ex-
pressive part of the whole human organism. 

To-day it would really be possible to come to an understanding of these 
things by purely scientific means. Science, however, although on the right 
path with regard to much of the knowledge it has acquired, knows about 
as much of this matter as someone with a veal cutlet on his plate knows 
about a calf — namely, the most insignificant fraction! Scientists know that 
the centre of speech lies in the left region of the brain, and that this is con-
nected with what the child acquires for himself by means of movement of 
the right arm. In the case of left-handed people the centre of speech is 
situated in the right side of the brain. 

One might almost say that the scientist has no knowledge of the calf in its 
entirety, but is only acquainted with the veal cutlet! Thus he is aware only of 
the merest fraction of the whole connection between the life-processes in 
one or other arm and the origin of speech. 
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The truth is that speech itself arises out of those movements of the hu-
man limb system which are held back, and do not come to full expression. 
There could be no such thing as speech were it not for the fact that, during 
the natural course of his early development, the child has inherent within 
him the instinct to move his arms and hands. These movements are held 
back and become concentrated in the organs of speech; and these organs 
of speech are in themselves an image of that which seeks outlet in move-
ments of the arms and hands, and in the accompanying movements of the 
other limbs. 

The etheric body — I can, after what you have heard in the morning lec-
tures, (published as The Evolution of Consciousness.) speak to you quite 
freely about the etheric body — the etheric body never uses the mouth as 
the vehicle of speech, but invariably makes use of the limb-system. And 
it is those movements made by the etheric body during speech which are 
transferred into the physical body. Of course you can, if you choose, speak 
quite without gesture, even going so far as to stand rigidly still with your 
hands in your pockets; but in that case your etheric body will gesticulate all 
the more vigorously, sheerly out of protest! 

Thus you can see how, in very truth, Eurythmy is drawn out of the human 
organisation in just as natural a way as speech itself. 

The poet has to fight against the conventionality of speech in order to 
be able to draw from speech that element which could make of it a way 
leading to the supersensible worlds. Thus the poet — if he is a true art-
ist, which cannot be said of most of those people whose business it is to 
manufacture poems — does not over-emphasise the importance of the 
prose content of the words he uses. This prose content only provides him 
with the opportunity for expressing in words his true artistic impulse. Just 
as his material — the clay or the marble — is not the chief concern of the 
sculptor, but rather the inspiration which he is striving to embody in form, 
so, the chief concern of the poet is the embodiment of his poetic inspiration 
in sounds which are imaginative, plastic and musical. 

And it is this artistic element which must be brought out in recitation and 
declamation. 

In our somewhat inartistic age, it is customary in recitation and dec-
lamation to lay the chief stress on the prose content of a poem. Indeed, 
in these days, the mere fact of being able to speak at all is looked upon 
as sufficient ground for becoming a reciter. But the art of recitation and 
declamation should rank as highly as the other arts; for in recitation and 
declamation there is the possibility of treating speech in such a way that 
the hidden Eurythmy lying within it, the imaginative, plastic, coloured use of 
words, their music, rhythm and melody, are all brought to expression. When 
Goethe was rehearsing his rhythmic dramas, he made use of a baton just 
as if he were the conductor of an orchestra; for he was not so much con-
cerned with the merely prosaic content of the words, but with the bringing 
out of all that lay, like a hidden Eurythmy, in their construction and use. 

Schiller, when writing his most famous poems, paid little heed to the actual 
sense of the words. For instance he wrote, “Das Lied von der Glocke” (The 
Song of the Bell), but, as far as the prose content of the words is con-
cerned, he might just as well have written a completely different poem. 
Schiller first experienced in his soul something which might be described as 
a vague musical motif, a sort of melody, and into this melody he wove his 
words, like threaded pearls. 

Language is truly poetic only in so far as it is used musically, plastically, or 
only in so far as it is filled with colour. 

Frau Dr. Steiner has given many years to the development of this special 
side of the art of recitation and declamation. It is her work which has made 
it possible to bind together into one artistic whole, much in the same way 
as the various instruments of an orchestra, the picture presented on the 

stage by the “visible speech” of Eurythmy and with what is expressed 
through a truly Eurythmic treatment of speech, a truly Eurythmic recitation 
and declamation. So that, on the one hand, we have the visible speech of 
Eurythmy, and, on the other hand, that hidden Eurythmy which lies, not in 
tone-production alone, but in the whole way in which speech and language 
are treated. As far as the artistic element of poetry is concerned, the point 
is not that we say: “The bird sings,” but that, paying due regard to what 
has gone before and to what is to come, we say with enthusiasm, for in-
stance: “The bird sings,” or, again, in a more subdued tone of voice, at a 
quite different tempo: “The bird sings.” [The reader must imagine the dif-
ference of tone which Rudolf Steiner gave to these repetitions of Der Vogel 
singt.] Everything depends on giving due form and shape to the words and 
sentences. And it is just this which can be carried over into Eurythmy, into 
our whole conception and treatment of Eurythmy. 

For this reason we must put before ourselves as an ideal this orchestral 
ensemble, this interplay between the visible art of Eurythmy and the art of 
recitation and declamation. 

Eurythmy cannot be accompanied by the ordinary conventional recitation, 
which is so well liked to-day. It would be impossible to do Eurythmy to such 
an accompaniment, because it is the soul-qualities of the human being 
which must be given expression here, both audibly through speech, and 
visibly through Eurythmy. 

Eurythmy can be accompanied, not only by recitation and declamation, 
but also by instrumental music. But here it must always be borne in mind 
that Eurythmy is music translated into movement, and is not dancing in any 
sense of the word. There is a fundamental difference between Eurythmy 
and dancing. People, however, often fail to make this distinction when see-
ing Eurythmy on the stage, owing to the fact that Eurythmy uses as its in-
strument the human body in motion. I myself know of a journalist — I am 
not personally acquainted with him, but his articles have been brought to 
my notice — who, writing on Eurythmy, says: “It cannot be denied that, 
when one witnesses a demonstration of Eurythmy, the performers on the 
stage are continually in motion. Eurythmy must, therefore, be looked upon 
as dancing, and must be judged accordingly.” Now I think it will be admit-
ted that what we have seen here of Tone-Eurythmy, of this visible singing, 
accompanied as it is by instrumental music, is clearly to be distinguished 
from ordinary dancing. Tone-Eurythmy is essentially not dancing, but is a 
singing in movement, movement which can be carried out either by a single 
performer, or by many together. 

Although the movements of the arms and hands may be accompanied and 
amplified by movements of the other parts of the organism — the legs, for 
instance, or the head, the nose, ears, what you will — nevertheless these 
movements should only be used to strengthen the movement of the hands 
and arms in much the same way that we find means of emphasising and 
strengthening the spoken word. If we wish to admonish a child we naturally 
put our reproof into words, but at the same time we assume an expression 
suitable to the occasion! To do this electively, however, a certain amount 
of discretion is required, or we run the risk of appearing ridiculous. It is the 
same with regard to Eurythmy. Movements of a type approaching dancing 
or mime, when they are added to the essentially Eurythmic movements, are 
in danger of appearing grotesque; and, if made use of in an exaggerated 
manner, given an appearance of crudity, even of vulgarity. On the other 
hand purely Eurythmic movements are the truest means of giving outward 
and visible expression to all that is contained in the human soul. 

That is the essential point — that Eurythmy is visible speech, visible music. 
One can go even further and maintain that the movements of Eurythmy do 
actually proceed out of the inner organisation of man. Anyone who says: 
“As far as I am concerned, speech and music are all-sufficient; there can 
surely be no need to extend the sphere of art; I, for my part, have not the 

slightest wish for Eurythmy”; — such a man is, of course, perfectly right 
from his particular point of view. There is always a certain justification for 
any opinion, however conventional or pedantic. Why should one not hold 
such opinions? There is certainly no reason why one should not — none at 
all; but it cannot be said that such a standpoint shows any really deep ar-
tistic feeling and understanding. A truly artistic nature welcomes everything 
that could possibly serve to widen and enrich the whole field of art. 

The materials used in sculpture — the bronze, clay and marble — already 
exist in nature, and yield themselves up to the sculptor as the medium of 
his artistic expression; this is also true of colour in the case of the painter. 
When, however, in addition to all this, the movements of Eurythmy, drawn 
forth as they have been from the very fount of nature and developed ac-
cording to her laws — when such movements arise as a means of artistic 
expression, then enthusiasm burns in the soul of the true artist at the pros-
pect of the whole sphere of art being thus widened and enriched. 

From a study of the Eurythmy models or wooden figures, very much can 
be learned about the individual movements. [Rudolf Steiner here refers to 
a series of coloured wooden figures illustrating the fundamental Eurythmy 
gestures.] Here it is only possible to give some indication of what underlies 
these wooden figures, and of all that can be revealed by them with regard 
to the nature and character of the various movements. These models are 
intended to represent the fundamental laws of Eurythmy which are carried 
over into the actual movements themselves. Every Eurythmic movement 
may be looked upon as being of a threefold nature; and it is this threefold 
aspect which is embodied in the models. In the first place there is the 
movement as such; then there is the feeling which lies within the move-
ment; and lastly there is the character which flows out of the soul-life, and 
streams into the movement. 

It must, however, be understood that these wooden models have been 
designed in a quite unusual manner. They are in no way intended to be 
plastic representations of the human form. This comes more within the 
sphere of the sculptor and the painter. The models are intended to portray 
the laws of Eurythmy, as these are expressed through the human body. 
In designing them the point was not in any way to reproduce the human 
figure in beautiful, plastic form. And, in witnessing a Eurythmy demonstra-
tion, anyone who would regard beauty of face as an essential attribute of 
an Eurythmist, is labouring under a delusion as to the nature of Eurythmy. 
Whether the Eurythmist is beautiful or not beautiful, young or old, is a mat-
ter of no consequence. The whole point is whether the inmost nature of the 
Eurythmist is carried over into, and expressed through, the plastic form of 
the movements. 

Now if we look at the Eurythmy model for H, for instance, the question 
might naturally arise: “In what direction is the face turned? Do the eyes 
look upwards or straight ahead?” But that is not the first thing to be con-
sidered. In the first place we have, embodied in the model as a whole, the 
movement as such, that is to say, the arm movements or the movements 
of the legs. Secondly, in the draping of the veil, in the way the veil is held, 
drawn close to the body, or thrown into the air, or allowed to fall again or 
to fly out in waves — all this gives the opportunity for adding to the more 
intellectual expression of the soul-life, as this is shown through the move-
ment, another quality of the soul-life, that of feeling. 

At the back of the models there is always an indication of what the differ-
ent colours are intended to represent. In the case of all the models certain 
places are marked with a third colour, and this is intended to show where 
the Eurythmist, in carrying out the particular movement, should feel a defi-
nite tension of the muscles. This tension can be shown in any part of the 
body. It may have to be felt in the forehead, for instance, or in the nape 
of the neck, while in other places the muscles should be left in a state 
of complete relaxation. The Eurythmist experiences the movements quite 

differently according to whether they are carried out with relaxed muscles 
or with the muscles in a state of tension; whether the arm is stretched 
out more or less passively, or whether there is a conscious tension in the 
muscles of the arm and hand; whether, when bending, the muscles which 
are brought into play are stretched and tense, or whether the bending 
movement leaves the muscles comparatively inactive. Through this con-
sciously experienced tension of the muscles, character is brought into the 
movement. 

In other words: there lies in the whole way in which the movement, as 
such, is formed, something which might be described as being the expres-
sion of the human soul, as manifested through visible speech. The actual 
spoken words, however, also have nuances of their own, their own special 
shades of feeling; for instance, fear may be expressed in a sentence, or 
joy, or delight; all these things can be shown by the Eurythmist in the way 
in which he or she carries out the movements. The manipulation of the veil 
— the way in which it floats, the way in which it is allowed to fall — all this 
provides a means whereby these feelings can be brought to expression in 
Eurythmy. So we see how the movement, when accompanied by the use of 
the veil, becomes permeated with feeling, and how, when there is added 
a conscious tension of the muscles, the movement acquires character as 
well as feeling. If the Eurythmist is able to experience this tension or re-
laxation of the muscles in the right way, a corresponding experience will be 
transmitted to the onlooker, who will himself feel all that lies in the visible 
speech of Eurythmy as character, feeling and movement. 

The whole artistic conception of these models, both as regards their 
carving and their colouring, is based on the idea of separating the purely 
Eurythmic element in the human being from those elements which are not 
so definitely connected with Eurythmy. The moment a Eurythmist becomes 
conscious of possessing a charming face, in that moment something is in-
troduced into Eurythmy which is completely foreign to its nature; on the 
other hand, the knowledge of how to make conscious use of the muscles 
of the face does form an essential part of Eurythmy. For this reason, the 
fact that many people prefer to see a beautiful Eurythmist on the stage, 
rather than one who is less beautiful, shows a lack of true artistic judg-
ment. The outward appearance of a human being when not engaged in 
Eurythmy should not in any way be taken into consideration. 

These models, then, have been designed in such a way that they portray 
the human being only in so far as he reveals himself through the move-
ments of Eurythmy. 

It would indeed be well if, in the whole development of art, this principle 
were to be more generally adopted — I mean the principle of putting on 
one side everything which does not definitely belong to the sphere of the 
art in question, everything which cannot be expressed through the medium 
of this art and which does not strictly come within the range of its possibili-
ties. A distinction should always be made, particularly when dealing with an 
art such as Eurythmy, which reveals so directly, so truly and so sincerely, 
the life of the human being in its threefold aspect of body, soul and spirit 
— a distinction should always be made between what can legitimately be 
revealed through the medium of any particular art and what does not lie 
within its true scope. 

Whenever I have been asked: “Up to what age can one do Eurythmy?” 
— my answer has always been: There is no age limit. Eurythmy can be 
started at the age of three and can be continued up to the age of ninety. 
The personality can find expression through Eurythmy at each and every 
period of life, and through Eurythmy the beauty of both youth and age can 
be revealed. 

All that I have said up to this point has reference to Eurythmy purely as 
an art, and, indeed, it was along purely artistic lines that Eurythmy was 



developed in the first instance. When Eurythmy was inaugurated in 1912 
there was no thought of its developing along any but artistic lines, no 
thought of bringing it before the world in any other form. 

But some little time after the founding of the Waldorf School, it was dis-
covered that Eurythmy can serve as a very important means of educa-
tion; and we are now in a position to recognise the full significance of 
Eurythmy from the educational point of view. In the Waldorf School, (The 
original Waldorf School in Stuttgart of which Steiner was educational di-
rector.) Eurythmy has been made a compulsory subject both for boys and 
girls, right through the school, from the lowest to the highest class; and it 
has become apparent that what is thus brought to the children as visible 
speech and music is accepted and absorbed by them in just as natural 
a way as they absorb spoken language or song in their very early years. 
The child feels his way quite naturally into the movements of Eurythmy. 
And, indeed, in comparison with Eurythmy, the other forms of gymnas-
tics have shown themselves to be of a somewhat one-sided nature. For 
these other kinds of gymnastics bear within them to some extent the ma-
terialistic attitude of mind so prevalent in our day. And for this reason they 
take as their starting point the physical body. Eurythmy takes the physical 
body into consideration also; but, in the case of Eurythmy, body, soul and 
spirit work harmoniously together, so that here one has to do with an en-
souled and spiritualised form of gymnastics. The child feels this. He feels 
that each movement that he makes does not arise merely in response to 
a physical necessity, but that every one of his movements is permeated 
with a soul and spiritual element, which streams through the arms, and, 
indeed, through the whole body. The child absorbs Eurythmy into the very 
depths of his being. The Waldorf School has already been in existence for 
some years, and the experience lying behind us justified us in saying that 
in this school unusual attention is paid to the cultivation of initiative, of will 
— qualities sorely needed by humanity in the present day. This initiative of 
the will is developed quite remarkably through Eurythmy, when, as in the 
Waldorf School, it is used as a means of education. One thing, however, 
must be made perfectly clear, and that is, that the greatest possible mis-
understanding would arise, if for one moment it were to be imagined that 
Eurythmy could be taught in the schools and looked upon as a valuable 
asset in education, if, at the same time, as an art it were to be neglected 
and underestimated. Eurythmy must in the first place be looked upon as 
an art, and in this it differs in no respect from the other arts. And in the 
same way that the other arts are taught in the schools, but have an in-
dependent artistic existence of their own in the world, so Eurythmy also 
can only be taught in the schools when it is fully recognised as an art and 
given its proper place within our modern civilisation. 

Shortly after the founding of the Waldorf School, a number of doctors hav-
ing found their way into the Anthroposophical Movement, there arose the 
practice of medicine from the Anthroposophical point of view. These doc-
tors expressed the urgent wish that the movements of Eurythmy, drawn as 
they are out of the healthy nature of the human being, and offering to the 
human being a means of expression suited to his whole organisation — 
that these movements should be adapted where necessary, and placed at 
the service of the art of healing. Eurythmy, from its very nature, is ever 
seeking for outlet through the human being. Anyone who understands 
the hand, for example, must be aware that it was not formed merely to lie 
still and be looked upon. The fingers are quite meaningless when they are 
inactive. They only acquire significance when they seize at things, grasp 
them, when their passivity is transformed into movement. Their very form 
reveals the movement inherent within them. The same may be said of the 
human being as a whole. What we know under the name of Eurythmy is 
nothing else than the means whereby the human organism can find healthy 

outlet through movement. So that certain of the movements of Eurythmy, 
though naturally differing somewhat from the movements which we use in 
Eurythmy as an art, and having undergone a certain metamorphosis, can 
be made use of and developed into a Curative Eurythmy. This Curative 
Eurythmy can be of extreme value in the treatment of illness, and can be 
applied in those cases where one knows the way in which a certain move-
ment will react upon a certain organ with beneficial results. 

In this domain also we have had good results among the children of the 
Waldorf School. But it is of course necessary that one should possess a 
true insight into the nature of the child. For instance, a child may have cer-
tain weaknesses and be generally in a delicate state of health. Such a child 
is then given those particular movements likely to assist in the re-establish-
ment of his health. And along these lines we have indeed had the most bril-
liant results. But this, as also the educational side of Eurythmy, is entirely 
dependent on the successful development of Eurythmy as an art. 

It must frankly be admitted that Eurythmy is still at a very early stage of 
its development; a beginning, however, has certainly been made, and we 
are striving to make it ever more and more perfect. There was a time, for 
instance, when we had not as yet introduced the silent, unaccompanied 
movement of the Eurythmist at the beginning and end of a poem. Such 
movement is intended to convey in the first instance an introductory im-
pression, and, in the second, an impression reminiscent of the content 
of the poem. At that time also there were no effects of light. The lighting 
in varied tones and colours has not been introduced with a view to illus-
trating or intensifying any particular situation, but is in itself actually of a 
Eurythmic nature. The point is not that certain effects of light should cor-
respond with what is taking place on the stage at a given moment, but 
the whole system of lighting, as this has been developed in Eurythmy, con-
sists of the interplay between one lighting effect and another. Thus there 
arises a complete system of Eurythmic lighting which bears within it the 
same character and the same shades of feeling as are being simultane-
ously expressed on the stage in another way through the movements of the 
Eurythmists, or the Eurythmist, as the case may be. 

And so, as Eurythmy develops and attains to ever greater perfection, very 
much more will have to be added to the whole picture of Eurythmy as this 
is presented on the stage, very much will have to be added to all that we 
can now see when witnessing a Eurythmy demonstration. 

I could indeed speak about Eurythmy the whole night through, carrying on 
this lecture without a break into the lecture of to-morrow morning. I am 
afraid, however, that my audience would hardly benefit by such a pro-
ceeding, and the same certainly applies to any Eurythmists who may be 
present! The great thing is that all I have said to-day in this introductory 
lecture will be practically realised for you to-morrow, when you witness the 
performance; for a practical demonstration is, after all, where art is con-
cerned, of more value than any lecture. 
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